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In theory the problem of computing the special values of partial zeta functions
of a totally real field was solved by Shintani. In practice it rarely works as the
fundamental domain of the action of the relevant unit group is too cumbersome to
apply in a computational setting. The object of this article is to give a computa-
tionally efficient version of Shintani's approach in the cubic case. The basic idea is
to take the convex closure of the lattice points, in the first octant, and use the
boundary points, of this convex set, to construct a more amenable fundamental
domain. Thus the basic thrust is to arrive at an algorithm to find points on this
boundary. For us the case of interest is when s=0. In this case we find a cubic
analogue of the CF-formula for real quadratic number fields.  1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
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1. Introduction
In the late sixties, Siegel showed in a series of papers [S1, S2, S3] that
the partial zeta function ` f (s, b) of a totally real algebraic number field k
takes on rational values at all non-positive integers. A few years later, he
gave a nice interpretation of his results in [S4]. Siegel's work is not easily
accessible as it relies on the theory of elliptic modular functions. In the
mid-seventies, Shintani (see [Sh]) gave an elementary procedure for
evaluating these special values. His approach was to write ` f (s, b) in terms
of sector zeta functions and then find explicit formulae for the special
values of these sector zeta functions.
The value `f (0, b) has special significance. Suppose we have an abelian
extension Kk with Galois group G(K ). Associated to this extension is an
element |K in the group ring Z[G(K )]. This element |K plays a central
role in the BrumerStark conjectures for Kk (see [T]). One needs the
value ` f (0, b) to define the Brumer element |K .
Hayes [H] has computed specific examples of Brumer elements where
the base field is real quadratic. A significant portion of his paper is devoted
to deriving a continued fraction formula to compute `f (0, b). The reason for
this is that a naive application of Shintani's formulae to compute `f (0, b)
is terribly inefficient from a computational viewpoint. The continued frac-
tion formula is a computationally efficient version of Shintani's approach.
From now on we will refer to the continued fraction formula as the CF-formula.
The object of this article is to give an analogue of the CF-formula when
the base field is a totally real cubic. The key idea is to use the lattice points
on the boundary of a certain convex set to construct a fundamental
domain. Thus, the major thrust of this work will be to develop an algo-
rithm which allows us to move on this boundary. (See Section 2.2). We
then prove that the computational cost of this method is (log c)2 where c
is the computational cost of applying the SiegelShintani formula. We end
by discussing some numerical examples.
Since the CF-formula, for the real quadratic case, provides the basic
motivation for this article, we should include a short history of it.
Hirzebruch proved a special case of the CF-formula in [Hi]. Zagier proved
the general version in [Z]. In 1981, Hayes, the author's dissertation
advisor, attended a seminar at MIT conducted by H. Stark. In this seminar
Stark gave a proof of Zagier's result at s=0, using Shintani sector zeta
functions. The proof of the CF-formula given in [H] is an adaptation of
Stark's method. Essentially this same proof of the CF-formula is also
presented in the dissertation of Sczech [Sc].
This brief history is a condensed version of the one given in [H]. For
further details and references we once again direct the reader's attention
to [H].
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This article is my doctoral dissertation. I thank my advisor David Hayes
for his guidance and advice over the years. I also thank him for his help
with the exposition of this article. I thank the referee for carefully reading
the earlier version of this article and suggesting a number of improvements.
1.1. Setting and Notation
Let k be a totally real cubic extension of Q. Such an extension comes
equipped with three embeddings _1 , _2 , _3 : k/R. Thus we can embed k
into R3 via
e : a [ (_1(a), _2(a), _3(a)), a # k.
In general, we will identify k with its embedding in R3. We say that an ele-
ment x # k is totally positive if e(x) lies in (R+)3 and we denote it as
e(x)r0. (We should emphasize, at the outset, that we are using the con-
vention that 0  R+.) The point e(1)=(1, 1, 1) will play a special role in
our computations; consequently we will denote it as 1.
For Re(s)>1, we define
` f (s, b)=:
a
1
Nas
where Na is the norm of a and where the ideals a, b, f obey the following
conditions:
(i) a, b, f are non-zero integral ideals of k;
(ii) (b, f)=1;
(iii) a=xb for some x # k_ with x#1 (mod f) and e(x)r0.
We call ` f (s, b) a partial zeta function of k. We should mention that the
ideal f is the finite part of the conductor of Kk if one is trying to compute
Brumer elements. We refer the reader to [H, Section 3] to see why this is
the case. Since the object of this article is just to find an effective way to
compute ` f (0, b), we need not assume that f is a conductor ideal.
Any non-zero fractional ideal of k, under the embedding e : k  R3,
becomes a lattice in R3. A large part of our work will focus on this
geometric point of view. If a is an ideal of k, we will usually denote the
image e(a) by L so as to emphasize the fact that we are treating a as a
lattice.
We will denote the volume of the fundamental parallelopiped of L by
vol(L), i.e., if u, v, w is a basis of L, then vol(L)=|det(u, v, w)|.
1.2. Preliminary Manipulations
Let U+ be the group of totally positive units in the ring of integers %k
of k. In general, we will not distinguish between an element u # U+ and its
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embedding (u1 , u2 , u3) in R3. We define an action of U+ on (R+)3 via
u } x=(u1 x1 , u2 x2 , u3 x3) where u # U+ and x # (R+)3.
Let U f be the subgroup of U+ consisting of all the units u such that u#1
(mod f). We say that two points x, y # (R+)3 are f-equivalent iff x=u } y,
where u # Uf , i.e. x, y are f-equivalent iff x, y lie in the same orbit under the
action of Uf . A fundamental domain for this equivalence relation is
denoted D(f).
Now,
` f (s, b)=:
a
1
Nas
=:
x
1
N(xb)s
where x # b&1, x#1 (mod f) and x # D(f), since we want to pick only one
element from each equivalence class. Therefore,
` f (s, b)=Nb
&s :
x
/(x)
Nxs
where / is the characteristic function of D(f), x # b&1 and x#1 (mod f).
However since 1 # b&1, the conditions on x are equivalent to xr0 and
x # 1+b&1f. Thus if we write x=1+*, we obtain
` f (s, b)=Nb
&s :
*
/(1+*)
N(1+*)s
(* # e(b&1f)).
By looking at a basis for b&1f, we can get a handle on the terms
N(1+*). Thus the real difficulty lies in evaluating /(1+*). So to make any
progress, we need to give a concrete geometric formulation of D(f).
1.3. A Simple Fundamental Domain
In this section we state some relevant results from the paper [TV] of
Thomas and Vasquez. In particular, they construct an especially pretty
fundamental domain.
Proposition 1. Let H=[(x, y, z) : xyz=1, x, y, z>0]. Then H modulo
f-equivalence is topologically a torus.
Proof. The set H is a group under co-ordinatewise multiplication and
contains the rank 2 abelian group U f . Moreover U f acts on H. The
mapping
l : (x, y, z) [ (log x, log y)
is a topological isomorphism from H to R2.
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Let =, ' be a basis of U f . It follows that l(=), l(') is a basis for the group
l(U f). This is a free sub-group of R
2 of rank 2. A fundamental domain in
R2, for the action of l(U f) on R
2, is the region
R=[t1 l(=)+t2 l(') : 0t1 , t2<1].
Any pullback of R gives a fundamental domain for the action of U f on H.
Clearly, R is homeomorphic to the torus R2l(U f). K
We now give a definition from [TV].
Definition 1. A pair of totally positive units (=, ') is called proper if
(i) =, ' generate a subgroup of rank 2;
(ii) the triple (1, =, ') is a Q-basis of k;
(iii) If ='=a1+b=+c', then a<0.
After showing that any rank 2 subgroup of U+ is generated by a pair of
proper units, the authors prove the following result.
Proposition 2. Let Uf be generated by the pair of proper units (=, ').
The simplicial cone
[t1 1+t2 e(=)+t3 e(')+t4 e(=') : 0<t1<, 0t2 , t3 , t4<]
is a fundamental domain for the action of U f on (R
+)3.
1.4. Shintani Sector Zeta Functions
In this section we introduce Shintani's sector zeta functions and give his
derivation of the formula for ` f (0, b). Before we proceed, we should fill in
some background. Siegel established an algorithm to compute the partial
zeta values at the non-positive integers of any totally real field. In the case
that the ideal f is the ring of integers of the field, he wrote down an explicit
formula (see [S2, (22)]). Shintani [Sh] found a different (and more
elementary) way to compute these partial zeta-values. Shintani's derivation
of ` f (0, b), will be referred to as the SiegelShintani formula.
General notation for this section is as follows: Let :r0 and \, {, # # L.
In general \, {, #r0. However there will be occasions when we will want
to assume that \, { or # is either totally positive or the zero vector. In the
event that \, {, #r0, we assume that \, {, # generate a sublattice of L of
rank 3. The units (=, ') will be a pair of proper units which generate the
group U f . Thus we can use =, ' to construct a fundamental domain.
Finally, this is a good juncture to remind the reader that for
x=(x1 , x2 , x3),
N(x)=x1 x2 x3 and T(x)=x1+x2+x3 .
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1.4.1. The Shintani Formulae. For Re(s)>1 and :r0 the Shintani
sector zeta function is defined to be
`(s, :; \, {, #)= :

m, n, p=0
1
N(m\+n{+p#+:)s
.
Note that the denominators are positive since : is totally positive and the
vectors \, {, # are either totally positive or zero.
Two facts from [Sh] are crucial for our work. Firstly,
`(s, :; \, {, #)
is an analytic function for Re(s)>1 and has a meromorphic continuation
to the entire complex plane, which is holomorphic for s # Z except for a
simple pole at s=1. There may also be poles at the points s # ( 13 Z)&Z,
s<0. Secondly when \, {, #r0
`(0, :; \, {, #)=&
1
3 {
B3(a)
3 !
T \ \
3
\{#++
B3(b)
3 !
T \ {
3
\{#++
B3(c)
3!
T \ #
3
\{#+
+
B1(b) B2(a)
2!
T \\
2{
\{#++
B1(a) B2(b)
2 !
T \{
2\
\{#+
+
B1(c) B2(b)
2!
T \ {
2#
\{#++
B1(b) B2(c)
2!
T \ #
2{
\{#+
+
B1(c) B2(a)
2!
T \\
2#
\{#++
B1(a) B2(c)
2!
T \#
2\
\{#+
+B1(a) B1(b) B1(c) T \\{#\{#+=
where B1(x)=x& 12 , B2(x)=x
2&x+ 16, B3(x)=x
3& 32 x
2+ 12 x are the
first, second and third Bernoulli polynomials; :=a\+b{+c# where
a, b, c # R.
In the special cases
`(s, :; \, {, 0)= :

m, n=0
1
N(m\+n{+:)s
and
`(s, :; \, 0, 0)= :

m=0
1
N(m\+:)s
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the above formula changes to
`(0, :; \, {, 0)=&
1
3 {
B2(:1 \1)
2! \
\1
{1++
B2(:2 \2)
2! \
\2
{2++
B2(:3 \3)
2 ! \
\3
{3+
+
B2(:1 {1)
2! \
{1
\1++
B2(:2 {2)
2! \
{2
\2++
B2(:3 {3)
2! \
{3
\3+
+B1 \:1\1+ B1 \
:1
{1++B1 \
:2
\2+ B1 \
:2
{2+
+B1 \:3\3+ B2 \
:3
{3+=
and
`(0, :; \, 0, 0)=&
1
3 {B1\
:1
\1++B1 \
:2
\2++B1 \
:3
\3+==
1
2
&
1
3
T \:\+
respectively.
1.4.2. A Related Zeta Function. We now introduce a new zeta function
`L (s, :, S ) defined for any : # R
3. Let, S(:; \, {, #) be the sector
[x : x=&:+u1 \+u2 {+u3 #, u1 , u2 , u3>0].
Thus S((0, 0, 0); \, {, #) is the open, infinite, tetrahedral cone emanating
from the origin with edges given by vectors \, {, #. The sector S(:; \, {, #)
is simply the &:-th translate of S((0, 0, 0); \, {, #). Similar remarks apply
when # = (0, 0, 0) or { = # = (0, 0, 0), except we replace the words
tetrahedral cone with triangular sector or ray.
For Re(s)>1 define,
`L (s, :, S )=:
*
1
N(*+:)s
with * # L & S(:; \, {, #). We stop to remind the reader that the vectors
\, {, # # L. So the above is a genuine infinite series.
We describe some properties of `L (s, :, S ). Let M be a sublattice of L
of finite index and let [$i] be a distinct set of coset representatives for the
group LM. Then
`L (s, :, S )=:
i
`M (s, :+$i , S )
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The case M=Z\Z{Z# connects the Shintani sector zeta functions to
this new zeta function. Let :+$i=ai \+bi {+ci #. We now get that
:+$i#[ai] \+[bi] {+[ci] # (mod M)
where [x]=1&(&x) and (x) is the fractional part of x.
We now have the equation
`L (s, :, S )=:
i
`(s, ;i ; \, {, #)
where ;i=[ai] \+[bi] {+[ci] #.
By [Sh] the sector zeta functions are analytic for Re(s)>1 and have a
meromorphic continuation to the entire complex plane. Aside from the
pole at s=1, there may be additional poles at the points s # ( 13 Z)&Z,
s<0. The above formula allows us to infer the same for the zeta function
`L (s, :, S ).
Furthermore `L (s, :, S ) is a periodic function of :, the elements of L
constituting the periods. To see this take M=L in the above equation.
1.4.3. The SiegelShintani Formula. We begin by reminding the reader
that the lattice L is the fractional ideal b&1f. Let =, ' be a proper pair of
units generating U f , and let # be a totally positive element of L. The
reason for introducing `L ( s, :, S ) is due to the formula
` f (s, b)=N(b)
&s \ :
6
k=1
`L (s, 1, Sk)+
where
S1=[&1+u(1\) : u>0], S2=[&1+u(1\)+v(=\) : u, v>0],
S3=[&1+u(1\)+v('\) : u, v>0],
S4=[&1+u(1\)+v(=\)+w('\) : u, v, w>0],
and
S5=[&1+u(=\)+v('\) : u, v>0],
S6=[&1+u(=\)+v('\)+w(='\): u, v, w>0].
(\ is any totally positive element in L)
In the paper [TV] it is shown that the cones Si , (i=1.. .6), are disjoint.
We use the above formula to derive an explicit formula for ` f (0, b), i.e. the
SiegelShintani formula. Let M be the lattice generated by \, =\, '\ and let
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N be the lattice generated by =\, '\, ='\. Let $i be a set of coset repre-
sentatives of the group LM, and let $ j be a set of coset representatives for
the group LN. Now let,
1+$i=ai \+bi =\+ci '\
and
1+$ j=a~ j =\+b j '\+c~ j ='\.
We have that
:
4
k=1
`L (0, 1, Sk)=:
i \ :
4
k=1
`M (0, 1+$i , Sk)+
and
:
4
k=1
`M (0, 1+$i ; Sk)=`(0, [ai] \+(bi) =\+(ci) '\; \, =\, '\).
where (x) =x&[x], [x] the greatest integer in x, and [x]=1&(&x).
((x) =[x] except when x # Z. In this case (x)=0, [x]=1.) Therefore,
:
4
k=1
`L (0, 1, Sk)=:
i
`(0, [ai] \+(bi) =\+(ci) '\; \, =\, '\).
Similarly,
:
6
k=5
`L (0, 1, Sk)=:
j
`(0, [a~ j] =\+[b j] '\+(c~ j) ='\; =\, '\, ='\).
Using the fundamental domain of Proposition 2, we get
` f (0, b)=:
i
`(0, [ai] \+(bi) =\+(ci) '\; \, =\, '\)
+:
j
`(0, [a~ j] =\+[b j] '\+(c~ j) ='\; =\, '\, ='\).
Now substituting the Shintani evaluation into the formula above, we get a
version of Siegel's formula. Clearly, `f (0, b) is rational.
The above formula is an end product of some truly deep mathematics.
In particular, it is a testimony to the genius of Siegel and Shintani.
However, it has one flaw. From a computational viewpoint it is essentially
useless. Even for small f, ( |LM|+|LN| ) can be very large. (We refer
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the reader to Example 2 in Section 4 for a specific example of the computa-
tional cost of this formula.)
Thus the goal of the next chapter is to adapt the Shintani approach to
find a more efficient formula for computing ` f (0, b).
2. The Convex Shell
In this section we are going to extend the approach taken in [H] to the
cubic case. Consequently, the basic geometric object we are going focus on
is the boundary of the convex closure of the totally positive elements of L
in R3.
We first need to make certain definitions and introduce some terminology.
We will refer to the boundary of the convex hull of the totally positive
elements of L as the convex shell and we will denote it by either
Shell(b&1f), Shell(L), or just Shell if there is no ambiguity.
Informally, a face on Shell(L) would refer to a triangle with vertices
\, {, #r0, (\, {, # # L) such that no totally positive element of L, distinct
from \, {, #, lies below the plane through \, {, #. However, there are cases
where the faces have more than three sides. We have examples of four and
five sided faces and there is no reason to believe that there is a bound on
the number of sides that a face may have. Moreover, a face on the convex
shell, even if it is triangular, need not have a natural triangulation. This is
the motivation for the following definition.
Definition 2. F is a maximal polygonal face of Shell if the following
conditions are satisfied:
(i) F is the intersection of a plane P with the convex hull of the
totally positive elements of L;
(ii) F/Shell;
(iii) area of F>0.
We should make a couple of brief remarks about this definition before
we proceed to the next one. Condition (i) ensures that maximal polygonal
faces are convex since they arise as the intersection of two convex sets.
Condition (iii) excludes the cases when the intersection is a point or a line
segment.
Definition 3. A triangle whose vertices are \, {, # is said to be a mini-
mal triangular face of Shell if the following conditions are satisfied:
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(i) The triangle q\{# lies on a maximal polygonal face;
(ii) \, {, # is positively oriented;
(iii) there is no other element of L in the triangle q\{#.
From here on we will drop the word minimal and refer to minimal tri-
angular faces as simply triangular faces. In a similar vein we will usually
refer to maximal polygonal faces as faces.
Our notation for a triangular face is [\, {, #]. Triangular faces are the
precise objects we need for our calculations. This will become apparent
when we describe the algorithm to find faces on the convex shell. Clearly,
any maximal polygonal face is a union of triangular faces. However, there
can be different triangulations.
Our first task will be to state and prove some results about faces on
Shell. We will then describe two algorithms. The first one allows us to find
faces on Shell. The second one allows us to find (or construct) a
fundamental domain D(f).
2.1. Properties of Shell
We write v_w to be the vector cross product of v, w in R3.
Proposition 3. If \, {, # is a totally positive basis of L such that
({&\)_(#&\)r0, then [\, {, #] is a triangular face.
Proof. Let ({&\)_(#&\)=(a, b, c) and let det(\, {, #)=d. Then the
plane through the points \, {, # is ax+by+cz=d. Let $ be any totally
positive vector in L. Since a, b, c>0, the inner product ( (a, b, c), $) is
positive.
Since \, {, # is a basis of L, we can write $ as an integral linear combina-
tion of \, {, #. From this it follows that ( (a, b, c), $)=nd for some integer
n. We combine our two previous remarks to infer that ndd i.e. n1.
Therefore, $ cannot lie below the plane ax+by+cz=d. Consequently, the
vectors \, {, # belong to a maximal face on Shell.
So it only remains to show that the triangle T whose vertices are \, {, #
contains no other lattice points. Since
T=[x :x=t1 \+t2 {+t3 #, 0t1 , t2 , t31, t1+t2+t3=1],
the only points in T which are linear integral combinations of the vectors
\, {, # are just the points \, {, #. Moreover the vectors \, {, # form an
integral basis of L. Consequently, the only lattice points in T are its
vertices. K
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For the quadratic case, it was shown in [H] that [\, {] is a face on
Shell iff the outward normal is totally positive and \, { is a basis for the
lattice. We have just shown that this result holds in the (o) direction in
the cubic case. There are examples of triangular faces on Shell which
do not generate the lattice. Thus, the converse of Proposition 1 is untrue
in the cubic case. However we can find a partial converse. This is our next
goal.
The next result may seem somewhat removed from the general thrust of
this section. However, it gives us an extremely useful corollary (Proposi-
tion 5)the partial converse we mentioned earlier. We first need a
definition.
Definition 4. A lattice L is said to be scattered if the only point
where it intersects the coordinate axes is the origin.
By definition, any embedding _ : k/R is injective. Thus _(a)=0 iff
a=0. Consequently all the lattices we work with are scattered.
Proposition 4. Let L be a scattered lattice of dimension 3. For any
2i>0, (i=1, 2, 3), the infinite strips Sx=[(x, y, z) :x>21 , 0< y<22 ,
0<z<23], Sy=[(x, y, z) :0<x<21 , y>22 , 0<z<23], and Sz=
[(x, y, z) :0<x<21 , 0< y<22 , z>23] contain points of L.
Proof. We shall prove the result for Sz . By symmetry it will hold for the
other two.
Let ? : R3  R2 be the projection of R3 onto the x-y plane. Since L is a
scattered lattice, the restriction of ? to L is one-to-one. Since R2 cannot
contain a lattice of rank three, ?(L) is dense in R2.
Thus, there is a vector $=($1 , $2 , $3) in L such that ?($) lies in the
open rectangle whose vertices are (0, 0), (21 , 0), (0, 22) and (21 , 22). If
$3>23 we are done.
So suppose $3<23 . We consider the following two regions:
B=[(x, y, z) :0<x<$1 2, 0< y<$2 2],
C=[(x, y, z) :0<x<$1 2, 0< y<$2 2, $3&23<z<23].
Since ?(L) is dense in R3, ?(B & L) is dense in the rectangle with vertices
(0, 0), ($1 2, 0), (0, $2 2), ($1 2, $2 2). C & L is a finite set since vol(C) is
finite. We conclude that there is a lattice point # in B which is not in C.
Either # # Sz or ($&#) # Sz . K
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The referee has pointed out that the above proposition is immediate in
the case that L=b&1f. We need only consider points \=m'n, where \ is a
totally positive lattice point, = and ' are generators of U f , and m and n are
appropriate integers.
Proposition 5. If [\, {, #] is a triangular face on Shell(L), then the
outward normal n=({&\)_(#&\) is totally positive.
Proof. We argue by contradiction. Let n=(a, b, c) and det(\, {, #)=d.
Since [\, {, #] is a triangular face, d{0. It follows that for any totally
positive vector + in L, the inner product (n, +) d.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that c0. We fix a number
0<=<d and then choose $>0 such that a$, b$<=2. By the previous
proposition, there is a vector + # L which lies in the set
Sz=[(x, y, z) :0<x<$, 0< y<$, z>1].
Setting +=(+1 , +2 , +3) we get that
a+1+b+2+c+3<
=
2
+
=
2
+0==<d.
But this contradicts our earlier statement that (n, +)d for any totally
positive vector + in L. So we must have that c>0. K
We will eventually describe an algorithm to find triangular faces on
Shell. The geometric criteria given by Proposition 5 is crucial to the
development and implementation of this algorithm.
The next result describes the structure of the quotient group of the
quotient group L[\, {, #]. However we first need to define the notion of
a primitive polytope and then state a result characterizing primitive
tetrahedra in Z3.
Definition 5. A polytope, all of whose vertices belong to a lattice L,
is said to be primitive if it contains no other lattice points.
Definition 6. Let \1 , \2 , ..., \s , sn, be a set of vectors in an n-dimen-
sional lattice L. We say that the set of vectors is primitive if \1 , \2 , ..., \s
span a primitive parallelotope.
In Siegel's Lectures on the Geometry of Numbers it is shown that any
primitive set of vectors can be extended to a basis of the lattice. (See
[S5, Theorem 31, page 73]). Thus the primitive parallelotope situation is
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well understood. This is no longer true when the polytopes are not
parallelotopes.
For us the primitive polytopes of interest are primitive tetrahedra. In a
paper published in 1964, G. K. White gave a very beautiful characteriza-
tion of such tetrahedra in 3 dimensions. One formulation of this charac-
terization is as follows.
Proposition 6 (White). Let T be the tetrahedron with vertices (0, 0, 0),
(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) and (a, b, c), with 0a, b<c. Let d#1&a&b (mod c),
0d<c.
Then T is primitive in Z3 if and only if
GCD(a, c)=1, GCD(b, c)=1, GCD(d, c)=1
and at least one of the following holds
a=1, b=1, c=1, d=1.
For a proof and discussion of this result we refer the reader to the article
by Reznick [R]. We should mention that this result is not as well known
as it deserves to be, and has been rediscovered by several people over the
years.
With these definitions and these results on primitivity, we can prove the
following result about triangular faces.
Proposition 7. Let M=Z\Z{Z# be a sublattice of L where
[\, {, #] is a triangular face on Shell, and let |LM|=c. Then,
(i) There is a vector + such that \, {, + is a basis for L.
(ii) The vector + can be chosen so that
#=a\+b{+c+, a, b, c # Z, 0a, b<c
with GCD(a, c)=GCD(b, c)=1 and at least one of the following holds:
a=1, b=1, c=1, a+b=c.
(iii) LM is cyclic of order c. A generator of this group is the element
whose preimage in L is
c&a
c
\+
c&b
c
{+
1
c
#.
Proof. (i) We start by observing that a consequence of [\, {, #] being
a triangular face is that the tetrahedron with vertices 0, \, {, # is primitive
in L. We will use this fact repeatedly.
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The vectors \, { are primitive. Suppose not. Then there is a vector
* # (R\R{) & L such that *  Z\Z{. W.l.o.g. we may assume that *
lies in the parallelogram with vertices 0, \, {, \+{. (Otherwise we translate
* by an appropriate integral linear combination of \ and {.)
The triangle with vertices 0, \, { contains either * or \+{&*. In either
case this contradicts our earlier observation that the tetrahedron with ver-
tices 0, \, {, # contains no other lattice points. Similarly we see that \, # and
{, # are also primitive.
Therefore by the result just stated there is a vector + # L such that \, {, +
is a basis for L.
Proof. (ii) Since the index |LM|=c, we can choose the vector + so
that
#=a\+b{+c+, a, b # Z.
We can define a map L  Z3 via
\ [ (1, 0, 0), { [ (0, 1, 0), + [ (0, 0, 1).
This map sends the primitive tetrahedron with vertices 0, \, {, # to the
primitive tetrahedron in Z3 with vertices (0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0),
(a, b, c). We can now apply the result on primitive tetrahedra in Z3 to con-
clude that both a, b are relatively prime to c and that one (or more) of the
following four conditions hold
a#1 (mod c), b#1 (mod c), 1&a&b#1 (mod c), c=1.
Thus if c>1, we can choose our lattice point + such that 1a, b<c and
a=1 or b=1 or a+b=c.
The proof of statement (iii) follows immediately from (ii). K
The final result of this section tells us that when we triangulate a maxi-
mal face, we get the same lattice.
Proposition 8. Let M be a maximal face. We can triangulate M into a
set of triangular faces. Then any two triangular faces belonging to this
triangulation generate the same sublattice of L.
Proof. Let T1 , T2 be two triangular faces belonging to a particular
triangulation of M. We first prove that T1 generates the same sublattice
as T2 , under the additional assumption that T1 and T2 have at least one
vertex in common. So let T1=[\, {, #] and T2=[\, $, +]. The points
({&\), (#&\), ($&\), (+&\) lie on a plane P through the origin. Let
L=(P & L) be the two-dimensional lattice obtained by intersecting the
plane P with the three-dimensional lattice L. The fact that T1 is a
triangular face allows us to infer that the pair ({&\, #&\) is a basis
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for L. The same statement holds for the pair ($&\, +&\). It now follows
that Z\Z{Z#=Z\Z$Z+.
We now assume that T1 and T2 are any two triangular faces belonging
to the triangulation. Since M is connected, there is a path over adjacent tri-
angular faces which connects T1 to T2 . Since the sublattice is unchanged
each time we cross to an adjacent face, we get the general result. K
2.2. Moving on Shell
In this section we intend to answer the following question. Given a face
on Shell, how can we find an adjacent face? Afterwards, we will explain
its relevance to the general problem of computing `f (s, b) at s=0.
2.2.1. The Naive Approach and Ensuing Complications. We first look
at a simpler problem. Let [\, {, #] be a triangular face on Shell and
let |LM|=d, where M=Z\Z{Z#. How can we find an adjacent
triangular face [{, \, #*]?
We assume that #* does not lie on the plane through \, { and #.
Since LM=d, we can write
#*=
m
d
\+
n
d
{&
p
d
#,
where m, n, p # Z. Since # and #* lie on opposite sides of the plane R\+R{,
we can infer that p>0.
By Proposition 5, we have that
(\&{)_(#*&{)r0
or,
(\&{)_\md \+
n
d
{&
p
d
#&{+r0.
Simplifying this expression, we obtain
p
d
(#_\+{_#)r
m+n&d
d
({_\)
or,
p
d
(#_\+{_#+\_{)r
m+n&p&d
d
({_\)
or,
({&\)_(#&\)r
m+n&p&d
p
({_\).
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Since ({_\) } \=({_\) } {=0 and \, {r0, the vector {_\ has both
positive and negative components. By examining the positive component(s)
of {_\ in the above inequality we can find an upper bound for the quan-
tity (m+n&p&d)p. We denote the upper bound as b* to keep in mind
that we are attempting to find #*. Similarly, we can find a lower bound
for (m+n&p&d)p by looking at the negative component(s) of {_\.
However, in this case we can get a sharper bound from the simple observa-
tion that #* lies above the plane through \, { and #. Therefore we have that
m+n&pd.
Thus we have the following inequality,
0
m+n&p&d
p
b*.
Simplifying the above inequality, we obtain that
p+dm+n(b*+1) p+d (2.1)
This inequality will be of great use to us.
The idea is to combine the above inequality, with the three inequalities
given by #*r0. We can rewrite this as
m
d
\+
n
d
{r
p
d
# (2.2)
Now, for any fixed value of p any value of (n, m) which satisfies
the inequality (2.1) must lie in the region bounded by the lines
y=&x+( p+d ) and y=&x+((b*+1) p+d ).
Again for a fixed value of p, we must have that any point (n, m) which
satisfies the inequality (2.2) must lie in the region bounded by the lines
y=&
{i
\i
x+
#i
\i
p
with i=1, 2, 3.
Now \, { are vertices of a face on Shell. It follows that the vector
{&\=({1&\1 , {2&\2 , {3&\3) is neither totally positive nor totally
negative. Without loss of generality, we may assume that ({1&\1)<0,
({2&\2)>0. It follows that the slope of the line y=&({1 \1) x+(#1 \1) p
satisfies the inequality &1<&({1 \1)<0 and the slope of the line
y=&({2 \2) x+(#2 \2) p satisfies the inequality &({2 \2)<&1. Let
p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 be the points where the lines y=&({1 \1) x+(#1 \1) p,
y=&({2 \2) x+(#2 \2) p intersect with the lines y=&x+( p+d ),
y=&x+((b*+1) p+d ).
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The points (n, m) which satisfy the inequalities (2.1) and (2.2) must lie
in the convex closure of the points p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 . Since the co-ordinate
functions are linear we can find upper and lower bounds for the values of
m and n by looking at the co-ordinates of the points p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 . Now
m and n are both integers. Therefore, for a fixed value p we need only con-
sider a finite number of possible values for m and n.
So we are done if we can find an upper bound for p. Incidentally, we
should point out that p=|L(Z{Z\Z#*)|.
In the quadratic case, it was shown that p<2. We were led to believe
that a similar result held for cubics and for the longest time we felt we had
a proof that p<6. Unfortunately, the proof was incorrect and we came up
with the following example which indicates that there may not be any such
upper bound.
Let L be the lattice generated by (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) and (&1n, 1n, 1n),
n # N. The integer lattice Z3 is a sublattice of L. Let e1 , e2 , e3 denote the
standard basis of Z3. Notice that the index |LZ3|=n.
It is not difficult to show that [e1 , e2 , e3] is a face of Shell(L). Now we
can choose n to be as large as we like. So, unlike the case for lattices of
rank 2, |LF | (F a face on Shell(L)) has no upper bound.
Of course, the example we have looked at is not a scattered lattice. The
additional hypothesis that L is scattered may give us a universal upper
bound. One of our future goals is to resolve this question.
2.2.2. Algorithm to Find Adjacent Faces. After discovering the above
example, it was unclear whether the convex shell approach was a viable
one. Fortunately, we were able to salvage it. In doing so, we realised how
we could find maximal polygonal faces. In this section we will give a brief
description of the algorithm.
Step 1. The procedure outlined in the section The Naive Approach
allows us to find a vector $ having the following properties:
(i) $=(md) \+(nd) {&( pd) # with m, n # Z and p>0;
(ii) (\&{)_($&{)r0;
(iii) p is minimal, i.e. if there is an element $1 # L, $1=
(m1d) \+(n1d) {&( p1d) #, satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) then p1p.
We call the vector $ the candidate vector.
Step 2. Let P be the plane through the points {, \, $, and let ix , iy , iz
be the x, y and z-intercepts of P. Let T be the tetrahedron whose vertices
are 0, ix , iy , iz . If [{, \, $] is not a triangular face of Shell, then there
exists an element #* in the tetrahedron T such that [{, \, #*] is an adjacent
triangular face on Shell to [\, {, #].
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The tetrahedron T is the convex set
[t1 ix+t2 iy+t3 iz :0t1 , t2 , t31, 0t1+t2+t31].
Let
x1 x2 x3
(ix , iy , iz)=(\, {, #) \y1 y2 y3+ .z1 z2 z3
We can rewrite T as
[(t1 x1+t2 x2+t3 x3) \+(t1 y1+t2 y2+t3 y3) {+(t1 z1+t2 z2+t3 z3) #]
where the variables t1 , t2 , t3 satisfy the conditions
(i) 0t1 , t2 , t31; (ii) t1+t2+t31,
i.e. the point (t1 , t2 , t3) lies in the standard tetrahedron of R3. The coor-
dinate functions t1 x1+t2 x2+t3 x3 , t1 y1+t2 y2+t3 y3 and t1 z1+t2 z2+
t3 z3 are linear with respect to the variables t1 , t2 , t3 . This along with
the fact that the point (t1 , t2 , t3) lies in a convex set allows us to infer that
the co-ordinate functions take on their extreme values at the vertices of the
standard tetrahedron, i.e. at the points (0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1).
Let minx and maxx be the respective minimum and maximum of the set
[0, x1 , x2 , x3]. The quantities miny , maxy , minz and maxz are similarly
defined. In order to locate #* we need to look at all lattice points of the
form (md ) \+(nd ) {&( pd ) # where the point (md, nd, &pd ) lies in
the rectangular parallelopiped
[min
x
, max
x
]_[min
y
, max
y
]_[min
z
, max
z
].
The parallelopiped has finite volume and the rational numbers md, nd,
pd have fixed denominator. Thus we only need to examine a finite number
of possibilities to locate #*.
Step 3. Only one question remains. As we run through the list of
possible values for m, n and p, we may find several different choices,
$1 , ..., $k , for #*. Which is the correct one?
The answer is very simple. Let %i (i=1, ..., k) denote the angle between
the planes through \, {, # and {, \, $i and let %=max([%1 , ..., %k]). The vec-
tor $ which corresponds to % is #*.
Otherwise there is a totally positive lattice point lying below the plane
through {, \, $. This lattice point belongs to the set [$1 , ..., $k]. This in
turn would show that % is not the maximum value of the set [%1 , ..., %k].
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Step 4. We can now find all the elements of the maximal polygonal
face F which contains the vectors {, \, #*. Once again let P be the plane
through {, \, #*, and let ix , iy , iz be the x, y and z-intercepts of P. All the
elements of F will lie in the convex set
S=[t1 ix+t2 iy+t3 iz : t1 , t2 , t30, t1+t2+t3=1].
We can now apply the method described in step 2 to this set, except that
whenever we find a lattice point we store it. The set of all lattice points in
S is the maximal face F.
The above is what we essentially do to find the maximal face F.
However, at this stage we can make a small improvement in the procedure.
The triple [{, \, #*] is a triangular face. Let (\&{)_(#*&{)=(a, b, c)
The plane ax+by+cz=0 is parallel to the plane through F. Moreover,
the points of L on the plane ax+by+cz=0 is the lattice A=
Z(\&{)Z(#*&{). Thus to find F we first find all the points of A in the
triangle with vertices (da&{1 , &{2 , &{3), (&{1 , db&{2 , &{3), (&{1 ,
&{2 , dc&{3) where d=a{1+b{2+c{3 . This is (as before) an exercise in
convexity. Translating this set of lattice points by { gives us the face F.
The reason that this is an improvement over the previous procedure is
because it allows us to restrict our search to integral combinations of the
vectors {, \, #*.
2.2.3. A Slight Refinement of the Algorithm. In searching for the can-
didate vector $ and the vector #*, we can impose the additional condition
that we need only examine lattice points
m
d
\+
n
d
{&
p
d
#
such that the tetrahedron with vertices 0, \, { and (md ) \+(nd ) {&( pd )#
is primitive. This allows us to restrict our attention to integers m, n which
satisfy certain congruences. Let us elaborate.
The set \, { can be extended to a basis \, {, + of L with
#=a\+b{&d+, a, b # Z.
We can rewrite the vector (md ) \+(nd ) {&( pd ) # as
\m&pad + \+\
n&pb
d + {+p+.
Since ((m&pa)d ) \+((n&pb)d ) {+p+ # L we must have that
m#pa (mod d ), n#pb (mod d ).
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Now applying Proposition 6 to the tetrahedron with vertices 0, \, { and
((m&pa)d ) \+((n&pb)d ) {+p+ we must have that
GCD \m&pad , p+=1, GCD \
n&pb
d
, p+=1,
GCD \d+pa+pb&m&nd , p+=1
and at least one of the following four conditions must hold
m&pa
d
#1 (mod p),
n&pb
d
#1 (mod p),
d+pa+pb&m&n
d
#1 (mod p), p=1.
i.e. m#d+pa (mod pd ), n#d+pb (mod pd ), m+n#pa+pb (mod pd ),
p=1.
2.3. Relevance of the Convex Shell
The reason that the convex shell is relevant to the problem of computing
`f (0, b) is because the action of the group U+ preserves convex combina-
tions. In particular, the totally positive units act as automorphisms of
Shell, i.e. they preserve Shell. Thus, if we focus our attention on Shell
we can ask what is the fundamental domain for the action of U+ on
Shell? Let us denote such a fundamental domain D(Shell). It now
follows that a fundamental domain D(f) is simply the union of a certain
number of copies of D(Shell).
2.3.1. Finding D(Shell) and D(f). In this section, all faces will be maxi-
mal, polygonal faces. Two faces F1 , F2 are said to be U+-equivalent iff
there is an element = # U+ such that F2==F1 . Two faces which are not U+ -
equivalent are said to be U+-inequivalent. In a similar vein we define the
notion of two points on Shell being U f-equivalent and U f-inequivalent.
A crucial observation here is that the elements of U+ map maximal,
polygonal faces into U+-equivalent maximal, polygonal faces.
Starting with a face on Shell we use the technique outlined in the pre-
vious section to find all adjacent faces which are U+-inequivalent to the
first face. We repeat the procedure with each subsequent face until we are
no longer able to find a face which is U+-inequivalent to any of the faces
found so far. So we end up with a simply connected polygonal region on
Shell which is a union of a set of faces. Let us denote this set PR. We now
have the following proposition.
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Proposition 9 D(Shell)PR. Moreover two points in PR are
U+ -equivalent only if they lie on the boundary.
Proof. We argue by contradiction. Let us assume that there is an ele-
ment x # Shell which is not U+-equivalent to any point in PR. Let us fix
a point y # PR. Since, Shell is connected we can find a path on the convex
shell which connects x to y. Starting at y, we move on this path until we
come to a first point z which is U+-inequivalent to any point in PR.
Now z belongs to a face of Shell. If this face is U+-equivalent to a face
making up PR, then we must have that there is a point in PR which is U+-
equivalent to z, contradicting our hypothesis that z is U+-inequivalent to
any point in PR. So, z must belong to a face F which is U+-inequivalent
to any face in PR. However, F is adjacent to a face of PR. This contradicts
the terminating condition for the algorithm. Thus, we must have that PR
contains a fundamental domain D(Shell).
Let PR denote the boundary of PR. Now keeping in mind, that the
action of a unit moves a face to another face, and hence moves interior
points to interior points and boundary points to boundary points we can
infer the following two facts:
(i) Any point in PR is U+-inequivalent to any point in PR"PR.
(ii) Any two points in PR"PR are U+-inequivalent.
Thus only points on the boundary of PR can be U+-equivalent. K
We can find D(Shell) by computing PR and then excluding U+-equiv-
alent boundary points. (This last step has to be done case by case as we
have not found a general result which tells us how the boundary points are
identified. In the examples we have computed the identification has been
very straightforward.) The vertices on PR allow us to triangulate D(Shell).
We now construct D(f) in the following way. Let =, ..., =n be a set of
totally positive units which form a complete and distinct set of coset repre-
sentatives of the group U+ Uf. We have that
D(f)==1 D(Shell) _ =2 D(Shell) _ } } } _ =n D(Shell)
The triangulation D(Shell) gives us a decomposition of D(f) into tri-
angular cones.
We should point out that the construction of this fundamental domain
does not rely on the existence of proper units. Thus, other than exceptional
cases, this fundamental domain is different from the fundamental domain
described in Chapter 1. This is a basic difference between the quadratic case
and the cubic case. In the quadratic case we use the two-dimensional ver-
sion of Shell to give a simplicial decomposition of D(f). In the cubic case
we end up with a different fundamental domain.
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2.3.2. An Analogue of the CF-Formula. We can now give a possible
analogue of the CF-formula in the cubic case. We just mimic the approach
described in Section 1.4.3.
Once we have found D(Shell), we find a set of coset representatives
U+ U f and use them to construct D(f). We now apply the Shintani
formula to each triangular face of D(f), taking care to identify sides and
corners. (Here it is easiest to use the identifications which gave us
D(Shell) from PR.) The sum of all these evaluations gives us the formula
for `f (0, b).
One technical point we need to stress. When evaluating the sector zeta
function over a triangular face, say [\, {, #], we need to find coset repre-
sentatives for the group L(Z\Z{Z#). Propositions 7 and 8 provide
this precise information.
The reader may want to turn to Example 2 in Section 4.1 where we go
over a specific computation.
We wish we could give a more explicit version of the CF-formula. This
would undoubtedly make the task of computing ` f (0, b) easier. Unfor-
tunately, we have not been able to do so.
2.4. Landing on the Convex Shell ?
The observant reader will have noticed that we have been curiously
silent on how we find the first face on the convex shell. After all, the algo-
rithm described earlier relies on the fact that we know the coordinates of
one triangular face on Shell. The reason for our reticence is that we have
yet to find a foolproof algorithm which does this.
At the present time we have an algorithm which occasionally allows us to
land on Shell, but for it to work we need to make the following key assump-
tion. There is a triangular face which generates L (See Proposition 3).
We start with a totally positive, positively oriented basis \, {, # for L. If
n=({&\)_(#&\)=(n1 , n2 , n3) is totally positive we are done. Otherwise,
define a function NEG : R3  R via
NEG(n)=
3i=1 min(0, ni)
&n&
.
Now, the basic idea is to replace the vector # by the vector
#*=#&m\&n{ with the following properties.
(i) #*r0;
(ii) NEG(n*)>NEG(n) where n*=({&\)_(#*&\)=n+(m+n)
(\_{).
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So we start by choosing an integer k such that NEG(n+k(\_{))>
NEG(n). We proceed to look at the region R= & [(x, y) : x\i+y{i<#i],
(i=1, 2, 3), in an attempt to find integers m, n such that (m, n) # R and
m+n=k. If we are able do this we set #*=#&m\&n{. We now forget #
and relabel #* as #. We repeat the procedure with perhaps a new ordering
of \, {, # until we find a totally positive basis \, {, # such that NEG(n)=0.
Of course, the procedure may fail in two ways. We may not be able to
find the integer k. Or else, the region R may not contain any lattice points
(m, n) such that m+n=k.
We have tested this algorithm for nearly all totally real cubic fields of
discriminant <1000. We took the lattice L to be the ring of integers, 3k ,
of a totally real cubic field. Moreover, we assumed that 3k had a
monogenic basis of the form 1, %, %2. (The only totally real cubic field of
discriminant <1000 which does not satisfy this condition is the one with
discriminant 961.) In all 26 cases the algorithm succeeded. However, it was
quite sensitive to the initial input. What we found was that if it failed for
the basis 1, %, %2, it worked when we changed the basis to 1, &%, (&%)2.
We conclude this section by mentioning a suggestion of the referee's.
The suggestion was that we were giving away too much ground by working
with the notion of a scattered lattice. Instead we should try to use the fact
that a unit group is acting on the lattice to strengthen our results. (We
remind the reader that the referee used this fact to give a simpler proof of
Proposition 4 in the case that the lattice was b&1f.) Our belief is that this
is a good idea which so far we have not been able to develop.
3. An Upper Bound for the Computational Cost
In this section we address the question of computational efficiency. In
spirit the convex shell formula and the Siegel-Shintani formula are the
same. So the reader is more than justified in asking if all this work has any
significance from the computational viewpoint.
Our goal, in this section, is to find an upper bound for the compu-
tational cost. Unfortunately, it will not be a sharp upper bound as we are
forced to look at a particular class of bases of the unit group. Never-
theless, it should convince the reader that the convex shell approach is
computationally effective.
3.1. Berwick Pairs
We start by citing certain results from the papers [B] and [TV].
Berwick (see [B]) has proved the following result.
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Proposition 10. Every subgroup of U+ of rank 2 has a basis =, ' such
that
=1>1>=2>=3 , and '2>1>'1 , '3 .
We call such a pair of units a Berwick pair. We should mention that for
the remainder of this section we will only be dealing with units of this type.
One reason for this is that any Berwick pair is proper. This is a conse-
quence of the following result proved by ThomasVasquez (see [TV]).
Proposition 11. Let :, ; be totally positive units in k. If
(:1&:2)(:2&:3)(;1&;2)(;2&;3)<0
then :, ; is a proper pair.
The next result will prove to be very useful.
Proposition 12. With the possible exception of a finite number of sub-
groups of U+ ,
1 1 1
det \=1 =2 =3+>=1 '26 .'1 '2 '3
Proof. Let R be the region ([1, 6]_[0, 1]_[0, 1]) _ ([0, 1]_
[1, 6]_[0, 1]). Then R contains at most a finite number of units as it has
finite volume.
We now look at any Berwick pair =, ' such that neither = nor ' belong
to R.
1 1 1
det \ =1 =2 =3+==1 '2[1&(a1+ } } } +a5)].'1 '2 '3
Since =, '  R we get that |ai |< 16 , (i=1, ..., 5). Therefore
1&(a1+ } } } +a5)1&(|a1 |+ } } } +|a5 | )>1&
5
6
=
1
6
. K
Remark. The region R contains only a finite number of units. It follows
that there are only a finite number of ideals f such that x#1 (mod f) for
any x # (U+ & R). This shows that for all but a finite number of ideals f,
any Berwick pair which generates U f satisfies Proposition 12.
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Proposition 13. Let =, ' be a Berwick pair. Then
log =1 log '2>|log =2 log '1&log =1 log '2 | .
Proof. We have
log =2 log '1=log(=&11 =
&1
3 ) log('
&1
2 '
&1
3 )=log(=1=3) log('2 '3)
=(log =1+log =3)(log '2+log '3).
Therefore,
log =1 log '2&log =2 log '1=log =1 log '2(1&W )
where
W=\1&log =
&1
3
log =1 +\1&
log '&13
log '2 + .
Both log =&13 and log =1 are positive. Further, 1<=
&1
3 ==1 =2<=1 as =2<1.
So 0<log =&13 <log =1 . It follows that the first factor in W is less than 1.
The same argument shows that the second is also less than 1. So 0<W<1
which implies that 0<1&W<1. Since log =1 log '2 is positive, the result
follows. K
3.2. The Upper Bound
We begin by recalling the definition of the regulator. Let =, ' be a basis
for U+ (or U f as the case may be). Then the regulator R+ (resp. R f) of U+
(resp. U f) is the absolute value of the determinant
det \ log =1log '1
log =2
log '2+ .
Note that R+ is the volume of the lattice l(U+). Thus it is independent of
the choice of basis. From this we can show that
[U+ : U f]=
R f
R+
.
This equality will prove to be very useful.
Now by Proposition 10, we can find a set of triangular faces [Ti : i # I,
|I |<] such that i # I Ti=D(Shell). Now let i # I |LTi |=N0 . If we
apply the convex shell approach we need to sum N=[U+ : U f] N0 terms.
Or equivalently, N=N0(RfR+).
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We now choose a basis =, ' for the group U f which is Berwick. It follows
that
N=
N0
R+
R f
N0
R+
log =1 log '2
by Proposition 13.
On the other hand =, ' is proper so the simplicial cone
S=[t1 1+t2 e(=)+t3 e(')+t4 e(=') :0<t1<, 0t2 , t3 , t4<]
is a fundamental domain for the action of U f on (R
+)3.
We can now apply the SiegelShintani formula to the simplicial cone S
to calculate `f (0, b). How costly is this approach? To answer this we
first choose an element # # L & Shell with minimal norm. Let M=
Z#Z=#Z'# and N=Z=#Z'#Z='#. The number of terms we need
to sum is equal to |LM|+|LN|.
We concentrate on the term c=|LM| and ignore the contribution of
|LN|. We are now in a position to compare c and N.
We have
1 1 1
c } vol(L)=N(#) } det \ =1 =2 =3+ ,'1 '2 '3
so with the possible exception of a finite number of cases
c }
vol(L)
N(#)

=1 '2
6
.
We now get
log(c)log =1+log '2&log \vol(L)N(#) +&log 6.
Since log =1 , log '2>0, we can look at their square roots. Thus we can
apply the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality to get
\log =1 } log '2 N0R++
12

1
2 \
N0
R++
12
(log =1+log '2).
So
N
N0
4R+ \log c+log \
6 vol(L)
N(#) ++
2
.
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Since # is an element of L, we can infer
N(#)=Na } N(b&1f)N(b&1f)
for an integral ideal a. Thus,
vol(L)
N(#)
=
N(b&1f)
N(#)
- 2- 2
where 2 is the discriminant of k. So,
N
N0
4R+
(log c+log - 36 2)2.
Therefore, there are positive constants A and B which are independent of
f such that
NA(log c+B)2. K
Unfortunately we are unable to provide estimates or upper bounds for
the constants A and B. We refer the reader to Example 2 in Section 4.1
where the computational cost for a specific example has been calculated
and compared to the computational cost of applying the convex shell
approach.
4. Some Numerical Examples
In this section we discuss a few numerical examples involving totally real
cubics of small discriminant. (We hope to compile and publish a more
extensive set of tables in the not too distant future.)
In this chapter we will give some examples of `m (0, b), not `f (0, b). Let
us first explain the difference.
A modulus is a non-zero integral ideal of m of k. Not all moduli are con-
ductors of abelian extensions of k. But from class field theory we know that
there is a conductor f, f dividing m, such that the two generalized ideal
class groups, I(m)P+m , I(f)P
+
f are isomorphic. We say that f is the con-
ductor associated to m.
We define the partial zeta function `m (0, b) just as we defined ` f (0, b) in
Section 1.1, except we replace f by m. We have that `m (s, b)=` f (s, b) if
and only if all the prime divisors of m divide f, i.e. Supp(f)=Supp(m).
The computer program to compute `m (0, b) is written in C. It has two
main parts. The first part is the implementation of the algorithm to find
faces on Shell. This is the more difficult part to implement. The second
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part of the program applies the formula for the value at 0 of the Shintani
sector zeta function to the various triangular faces of D(m). Both parts
require substantial human interfacing.
The program was developed and improved over a number of years.
I used computing facilities at the following institutions: University of
Massachusetts, Mount Holyoke College, Trinity College, Eastern Connec-
ticut State University. I would like to acknowledge the computing support
provided by all these institutions. I also want to acknowledge David Hayes'
help in the development of this program. His computing expertise has been
an invaluable resource.
4.1. Checking the Program
Before we discuss our examples we need to include a short explanation
of why we believe our program gives us the correct values. Typically, after
debugging individual components of a program, one tests the entire
program by running examples to which one knows the answers. Unfor-
tunately, even for small moduli, calculating `m (0, b) by hand is extremely
arduous. Keeping track of all the arithmetic operations is difficult and con-
sequently any hand calculation is quite suspect. So why do we believe that
our program gives us correct values of `m (0, b) ?
Fortunately, we have at our disposal the following result of Deligne and
Ribet [DR]. Given an abelian extension Kk, k totally real, they proved
that
WK `f (0, b) # Z (4.1)
where WK is the order of the group of roots of unity in K. (Actually they
proved a stronger result, of which the above is a special case. See property
BI, [H, Section 3].)
Consequently, if the denominator of `f (0, b) equals m, then K contains
the cyclotomic field Q(|), | a primitive m th root of unity. We can now
check the relationship between Q(|) and k. We will do so in a couple of
cases, to check that a particular partial zeta value takes on a value that is
mathematically sensible.
One final observation. Using (4.1) we see that the denominators of
`f (0, b) cannot be too large. This fact shows up in the computation in an
interesting way. Typically each application of the Shintani formula to each
face on the fundamental domain gives us a rational number whose
denominator is large compared to the modulus. However, when one sums
up all these values there is a lot of cancellation which leads to a final value
with small denominator. The cancellation is quite striking!
It is for these reasons that we feel confident that the program gives us the
correct values.
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4.2. Examples
We used the table of class numbers and units of totally real cubic fields
in [C]. The reader may find it useful to have the book on hand when read-
ing this section.
We start by reminding the reader about our notation. We will denote the
totally real cubic field as Q(%) where % is an algebraic integer. We will write
the ring of integers as 3k . A basis of the group of totally positive units,
U+ , will be denoted by =, '. Finally, we need to distinguish between when
we are looking at D(Shell) of the ring of integers 3k and D(Shell) of the
ideal b&1m. We do so by denoting the former D(Shell(3k)) and the latter
D(Shell(b&1m)).
We will only look at three totally real cubic fields. These are the three
fields of discriminant 49, 81 and 148 respectively. For each of these fields
the elements 1, %, %2 give a basis for the ring of integers. In an three cases,
the narrow class number h+=1.
In all the examples, the ideal m will be a principal ideal generated by an
integer in Z. The ideal b will always be the ring of integers 3k .
For each example, we first give a basis for the group of totally positive
units. We then use two adjacent diagrams to describe D(Shell(3k)). The
first diagram gives the vertices of the various maximal faces. The second
shows how the sides are identified to give a torus. An edge of a triangular
face, which is not the boundary edge of a maximal face will be drawn using
a dotted line. We then list all the triangular faces, [\, {, #], which generate
a proper sublattice. Recall that in Proposition 7, we showed that
L[\, {, #] is cyclic. When this coset group is nontrivial, we give a
generator.
For each example we have a table of partial zeta values. For every ideal
m, along with the value `m (0, b), we include the degree of the narrow ray
class field kf over k=Q(%).
Fig. 1. D(Shell(3k)) of %3+%2&2%&1=0.
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TABLE I
Partial Zeta Values of the Totally Real
Field of Discriminant 49
m 23k 33k 53k 73k
`m(0, b) 0
2
3
2
5
1
7
[k f : k] 1 2 4 2
We will discuss the second example thoroughly. So the reader may want
to turn to that first.
4.2.1. Example 1. %3+%2&2%&1=0. See Fig. 1.
Discriminant=49. ==2+%, '=1+2%+%2, ='=3+7%+3%2. This is the
real subfield Q(|+|&1) of the cyclotomic field Q(|), where | is a
primitive seventh root of unity.
The triangular face [(2, 1, 0), (1, 2, 1), (3, 7, 3)] generates a sublattice of
index 2. A generator of the group of cosets is the image of the lattice point
1
2 (2, 1, 0)+
1
2 (1, 2, 1)+
1
2 (3, 7, 3)
in the group of cosets.
In Table I we see that `m (0, b)=
1
7 for m=73k . Using (4.1) we get that
kf contains the seventh roots of unity. But the degree [k f : k]=2. This can
only occur if our field k=Q(%) is the real subfield of the cyclotomic field
Q(|), where | is a primitive seventh root of unity. This is indeed the case !
4.2.2. Example 2. %3&3%&1=0.
Discriminant =81. A basis for the group of totally positive units, U+ ,
is ==4+%&%2, '=1+2%+%2. Their product ='=3+5%+2%2. This field
Fig. 2. D(Shell(3k)) of %3&3%&1=0.
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TABLE II
Partial Zeta Values of the Totally Real
Field of Discriminant 81
m 23k 33k 53k 73k
`m(0, b) 0
2
9 &
2
5 2
[k f : k] 1 2 4 6
is the real subfield of the cyclotomic field Q(|), where | is a primitive
ninth root of unity.
A fundamental domain of the action of totally positive units,
D(Shell(3k)), is sketched in Fig. 2.
Let us discuss the first picture. It shows that D(Shell(3k)) consists of
two maximal faces. One of the maximal faces contains an interior lattice
point. This gives a triangulation of the maximal face into 3 triangular faces.
Each vertex is represented by a triple. The triple gives the representation of
the vertex with respect to the above basis. So, for example the vertex
(3, 5, 2) is the vector e(3+5%+2%2). (We defined the embedding e in
Section 1.1.)
In the second picture we show how the sides are identified to give a
torus. Each lattice point on the fundamental domain is represented by a
letter and a number. Points with the same letter are identified. The number
is the norm of the lattice point. So for example the point (2, 1, 0) is labelled
B, 3. The reader can check that the norm is indeed 3. Notice that the
elements of norm 1 are identified as one point.
Each triangular face of D(Shell(3k)) gives rise to a group of cosets. The
structure of this group was discussed in detail in Proposition 7. Of the four
triangular faces that make up D(Shell(3k)) only one generates a lattice of
index greater than 1. This is the face [(1, 2, 1), (4, 1, &1), (3, 5, 2)]. The
group of cosets L[(1, 2, 1), (4, 1, &1), (3, 5, 2)] is cyclic of order 2, and
a generator is the image of the lattice point
1
2 (1, 2, 1)+
1
2 (4, 1, &1)+
1
2 (3, 5, 2)
in L[(1, 2, 1), (4, 1, &1), (3, 5, 2)].
In Table II we see that `m (0, b)=
2
9 for m=33k . Using (4.1) we get that
kf contains the ninth roots of unity. But the degree [k f : k]=2. But this
can only occur if our field k=Q(%) is the real subfield of the cyclotomic
field Q(|), where | is a primitive ninth root of unity. Which indeed it is.
Let us discuss how we calculated `m (0, b) for m=53k . We have that
D(Shell(53k))=5D(Shell(3k))
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Fig. 3. A suitable D(53k) for the SiegelShintani formula.
We also have the relations
=#'26 (mod m), '31#1 (mod m)
Consequently, a fundamental domain D(53k) is the following part of the
Shell(53k).
D(53k)= .
30
t=0
't D(Shell(53k))
We now apply the Shintani formula (described in Section 1.4.1) to each of
the 124 triangular faces of D(53k). For the faces that generate a lattice of
index 2, we need to apply the formula twice. Thus we need to sum 155
terms to calculate `m (0, b) for m=53k .
Suppose we had tried to compute `m (0, b) for m=53k , using the
SiegelShintani formula. (See Section 1.4.3). In this case a fundamental
domain D(m) is sketched in Fig. 3.
With this fundamental domain, the SiegelShintani formula would
involve summing 26659592395555873360546607780 terms. Whereas with
the convex shell approach we need to sum 155 terms!
Fig. 4. D(Shell(3k)) of %3&%2&3%+1=0.
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TABLE III
Partial Zeta Values of the Totally Real Field
of Discriminant 148
m 23k 33k 53k 73k
`m(0, b) 0
2
3 &
4
5
2
7
[k f : k] 1 2 8 6
One final point, before we can apply the Shintani formula to a triangular
face on D(53k), we first need to find certain rational numbers x1 , x2 , x3 .
For each of these numbers xi , (i=1, 2, 3), we need to decide which of the
following two numbers to pass to the Shintani formula: (xi) or [xi]. (The
Shintani formula is a complicated combination of Bernoulli polynomials
and traces. The numbers (xi) or [xi] are the inputs for the Bernoulli poly-
nomials.) Our choices determine whether or not the contributions of cer-
tain sides and edges are included. (It is crucial to avoid overcounting the
contribution of the sides and edges.)
Unfortunately, we have been unable to automate this part. One needs
to interface with the machine at this point. What is easiest is to make
this determination for D(Shell(3k)). Then using this set of choices for
D(m). For example, after examining D(Shell(3k)), we decided that when
applying the Shintani formula to the triangular face [(1, 0, 0), (2, 1, 0),
(4, 1, &1)], we would exclude the contribution of the side containing the
vertices (2, 1, 0) and (4, 1, &1). This choice was then applied to each of the
following 31 faces of D(f):
't5[(1, 0, 0), (2, 1, 0), (4, 1, &1)], t=0, ..., 30
i.e. for t=0, ..., 30 we excluded the contribution of the side with vertices
't5(2, 1, 0) and 't5(4, 1, &1) of the triangular face 't5[(1, 0, 0), (2, 1, 0),
(4, 1, &1)].
It is instructive to look at the CF-formula in the quadratic case and see
how this problem is resolved in that setting. Unfortunately, the cubic case
is much more complicated.
4.2.3. Example 3. %3&%2&3%+1=0. See Fig. 4.
Discriminant =148. ==10+2%&3%2, '=&2+6%+5%2, ='=3+2%.
The triangular face [(0, 1, 1), (1, 2, 1), (&2, 6, 5)] generates a sublattice
of index 3. A generator of the group of cosets is the image of the lattice
point
1
3 (0, 1, 1, )+
1
3 (1, 2, 1)+
2
3 (&2, 6, 5)
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in the group of cosets. The triangular face [(1, 2, 1), (3, 2, 0), (&2, 6, 5)]
generates a sublattice of index 2. A generator of the group of cosets is the
image of the lattice point
1
2 (1, 2, 1)+
1
2 (3, 2, 0)+
1
2 (&2, 6, 5)
in the group of cosets. See Table III.
4.3. Final Conclusions
We close this article by listing some of the problems that need to be
resolved before this approach to compute ` f (0, b) can be applied exten-
sively.
v We need to find a reliable algorithm to land on Shell.
v We need to automate the process by which we compute the
fundamental domain D(Shell) (see Section 2.3). At present, we can only
work with examples of D(Shell) which do not contain too many maximal
faces. This is due to the human input required each time we need to find
a new maximal face. In this context we also need to find an algorithm to
find the appropriate identification of sides and vertices.
v We need to completely automate the procedure to compute ` f(0, b).
Currently, each maximal face on D(Shell) needs to be entered and human
input is required to decide whether or not to calculate the contributions of
the sides of the triangular faces of D(f).
From an aesthetic viewpoint we would also like to do the following.
v Determine whether or not there is an upper bound on the size of
triangular faces on Shell.
v Find an explicit version of the CF-formula, as opposed to the
general description in Section 2.3.2.
v Give a more detailed analysis of the computational cost of the con-
vex shell approach to compute `f (0, b).
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